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Option 2: TCP"

•  Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) - 1974/1982"
•  Reliable in-order delivery of byte streams"

•  Full duplex (endpoints simultaneously send/receive)"
•  Two-way traffic is permitted"

•  e.g., single socket for web browser talking to web server"

•  Provides flow control"
•  To ensure that sender does not overrun receiver!

•  e.g., fast server talking to slow client"

•  Provides congestion control"
•  Keep the sender from overrunning the network!
•  e.g., fast sender on low bandwidth Internet connection "

•  Many simultaneous connections across routers (cross traffic)"

TCP Flow & Congestion Control"

•  Sender must determine maximum amount of data in 
transit that will not overrun either receiver or 
network"

•  Solutions?"

TCP Flow Control"

•  Sender must determine maximum amount of data in 
transit that will not overrun receiver"

•  Solutions for flow control:"
•  Maintain “sliding window” to track data in transit"
•  Size of window determined by minimum of “flow window” 

and “congestion window”"
•  Receiver ACKs “slide” left side of window forward (right)"

•  Opens up another “slot” at right side of window for transmission"

DataDataDataDataDataDataDataDataDataDataDataDataDataData"

Data in transit"

TCP “Sliding Window” !
Protocol Issues"

•  Need for connection establishment"
•  No dedicated cable"

•  Varying round trip times over life of connection"
•  Different paths, different levels of congestion"

•  Must be ready for very old packets to arrive"
•  Delay-bandwidth product highly variable"

•  Amount of available buffer space at receivers also variable"

•  Sender has no idea what links will be traversed to 
receiver in advance"
•  Must dynamically estimate changing end-to-end 

characteristics"

TCP Header Format"

SrcPort" DestPort"

SequenceNum"

Acknowledgment"

HdrLen" AdvertisedWindow"Flags"000000"

CheckSum" UrgPtr"

Options (variable – max of 320 bits)"

Data"

0" 4" 10" 16" 31"

•  Without options, TCP header 20 bytes"
•  IP header is also 20 bytes"

•  Thus, typical Internet packet min of 40 bytes (+link header)"

TCP Connection Establishment"
•  Exchange necessary information to begin 

communication"
•  Three-way handshake"

•  E.g., server listening on socket"

Client" Server"
SYN, sequence #=x"

ACK, Acknowledgement=y+1"

SYN+ACK, sequence #=y"

Acknowledgment=x+1"
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What are the Effects?"
•  Application-Level Attacks:!

•  Use expected behavior of protocols to cause victim to spend 
resources"

•  Difficult to filter - looks like real transactions or requests"

•  Load prevents victim from processing real requests"

Attack Resource 
Threshold 

Requests/Bot Bots needed to 
exhaust 

Static HTTP GET 60,000/sec 93 requests/sec at 
250 bytes/request 

645 

Dynamic HTTP GET 3,000/sec 93 requests/sec at 
250 bytes/request 

40 

SSL Handshake 600/sec 10 requests/sec 60 

Security and Authentication"

Motivation"

•  What does it mean for a system to be secure?"
•  Grant access only to authorized principals"
•  Do not disallow access to authorized principals"
•  Minimal trusted computing base"
•  Integrity of data"
•  Secrecy of data"

•  Increasingly"
•  Fault tolerance"
•  Attack tolerance"

Access Control in a Distributed 
System"

•  Access Control model"
•  Principals: sources for requests"

•  Requests to perform operations on objects"
•  Reference monitor: per-object guard"

•  Objects: resources such as files, devices, or processes"

•  Tasks of reference monitor"
•  Authentication: determine identity of person making request"
•  Authorization: determine if person has proper privileges to 

carry out request"

The Underpinnings of Security: 
Encryption"

•  Two functions: Encrypt and Decrypt with two keys K-1 and K"
•  Decrypt(K, Encrypt(K-1, x)) = x"
•  Know x and Encrypt(K-1, x), cannot compute K or K-1"

•  Secrecy:"
•  Know Encrypt(K-1, x) but not K, cannot compute x!

•  Integrity:!
•  Choose x, do not know K-1: cannot compute y such that!

Decrypt(K, y) = x"

•  Digests are secure hash functions (h = H(M))"
•  Easy to compute h given M"
•  Given M, it is hard to find another M’ such that H(M) = H(M’)"
•  Cannot compute message from digest: given h, can’t compute M"
•  Sufficient for integrity"

Shared Key vs Public Key Cryptography"

•  With shared key K = K-1 !
•  Also called symmetric algorithms"

•  Mostly for pair-wise communication or groups of principals that all 
trust one another (Data Encryption Standard or DES)"

•  K must be really really big to prevent brute force attacks"

•  With public key cannot compute K from K-1, or K-1 from K"
•  Also called asymmetric algorithms"

•  K is made public, K-1 kept secret"

•  Decrypt(K-1, Encrypt(K,M)) = M"

•  Anyone with K can generate Encrypt(K,M), only holder of K-1 
decrypt to find M"

•  RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adelman) most popular scheme"

•  Secret (Shared) Key much faster than Public Key"
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